The literature shows that even those individuals openly and deeply committed to equity can hold unconscious or implicit biases.\(^1\) Having biases is human nature. Ignoring this inhibits our ability to mitigate these biases; the literature shows that individuals who rated themselves as highly objective prior to reviewing candidate materials in fact showed more incidents of bias than individuals who were not asked to rate themselves.\(^2\)

### IMPLICIT RACIAL BIAS CAN AFFECT HOW CANDIDATES ARE REVIEWED

A study in which researchers submitted two highly-qualified resumes, one with a white-sounding name and one with an African-American-sounding name, to over 5000 job postings found that the white-sounding name received 50% more callbacks for interviews than the African-American-sounding name.

Furthermore, if a highly-qualified and a poorly-qualified resume, both with white-sounding names, were submitted to available job postings the highly-qualified resume received more callbacks, unsurprisingly.

However, a highly-qualified resume with an African-American-sounding name received a statistically-equivalent number of callbacks to a poorly-qualified resume with an African-American-sounding name.

This suggests that implicit bias prevented reviewers from objectively identifying qualitative differences between perceived members of an underrepresented minority.\(^3\)

### SO DOES GENDER BIAS

In a study, male post-docs with stronger publication records were accurately judged more meritorious, but female post-docs received statistically-equivalent ratings of merit across a wide range of publication output and success.\(^4\)

### GENDER BIAS CAN EXIST REGARDLESS OF THE GENDER OF THE EVALUATOR

In a national study in which evaluators reviewed a CV whose name had been changed to suggest either a male or female gender, both male and female evaluators gave a supposedly-male vita better evaluations for teaching, research, and service than the identical, but supposedly-female, vita.\(^5\)

### BIAS CAN BE BASED ON THE PARENTAL STATUS OF APPLICANTS

When evaluating equally-qualified applicants who differed only in their parental status, mothers
- were rated significantly less-committed to their careers than non-mothers,
- were recommended for hire only 47% of the time, compared to non-mothers at 84%, and
- were recommended for a lower starting salary than non-mothers.

By complete contrast, fathers
- were judged to be more committed to their careers than non-fathers,
- were more-likely to be recommended for hire than non-fathers, and
- were recommended for higher starting salaries than non-fathers.\(^6\)

### BIAS CAN BE BASED ON SEXUAL ORIENTATION

A study of pairs of matching resumes sent to 1769 ads for five different occupations in 7 different states found that gay applicants received 40% fewer callbacks.\(^7\)
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